Cookie
car2go cookie decision
car2go last location
car2go customer context
car2go youtube allowed
JEE session cookie
LTPA cookie

Name
car2go.cookie.allowed
car2go.cookie.location
car2go.cookie.customer.context
car2go.cookie.social.youtube
JSESSIONID
LtpaToken2

Expires
after 30 days
after 30 days
after 30 days
after 30 days
At end of session
At end of session

Purpose
stores whether the user has accepted cookies for car2go.com
Stores the last selected location and language through path to location
Stores if context of customer is private or business
stores if youtube module is allowed to load
The JEE session cookie
JEE security relevant LtpaToken2 cookie used by application server.

Adobe Analytics

s_campaign

1 day

Adobe Analytics

gapv_cid

Adobe Analytics

s_sess

Adobe Analytics

s_pers

Adobe Analytics

s_cc

Adobe Analytics
Adobe Analytics
Adobe Analytics

s_sq
s_vi
s_fid

Adobe Analytics

omniture_optout

180 days
all the session cookies are
combined and set as a string into
It is set by the cookie combining utility plugin (container)
this cookie
all the persistent cookies are
combined and set as a string into
It is set by the cookie combining utility plugin (container)
this cookie
This cookie is a session cookie and
expires when the browser is closed This cookie is set and read by the JavaScript code to determine if cookies are enabled
(simply set to "True")
This cookie is a session cookie and
expires when the browser is closed This cookie is set and read by the JavaScript code when the ClickMap functionality is
enabled; It contains information about the previous link that was clicked on by the user
Unique visitor ID time/date stamp
This is a persistent cookie
Fallback unique visitor ID time/date stamp
2 years
This cookie will be set on the users browse when the user decides to optout from data
This is a persistent cookie
collection

Used by plugins from Adobe Analytics. Stores the values of csref/cid parameter and
makes sure those values are only set once
This cookie is set when the user enters the page with a cid parameter. It is used to
determine if the user came from a campaign

Scope
global

global
Session
global

global
global

global

global

global

global
global
global
global

10 years
Optimizely

Records the Optimizely Classic variation that the visitor has seen for each experiment.
This allows us to deliver a consistent experience on successive page loads.

optimizelyBuckets

global

10 years

Optimizely

optimizelyEndUserId
15 seconds

Optimizely

optimizelyPendingLogEvents
5 seconds

Optimizely

optimizelyReferrer
10 years

Stores a visitor's unique Optimizely identifier, for both Optimizely Classic and Optimizely
X Web. It's a combination of a timestamp and random number. No other information
about you or your visitors is stored inside.
Used as a cache for a visitor's actions between tracking calls. This ensures that all events
are efficiently tracked even if a visitor takes many actions in rapid succession. The
cookie is wiped once the tracking call has been made.
After Optimizely Classic has executed a redirect experiment,
stores the document.referrer property from the original page, so that Optimizely can
pass it into integrated technology platforms. This is how we avoid creating "selfreferrals" in your third-party analytics.
Persists the visitor's Optimizely Classic segments: browser, campaign, mobile, source
type, and any custom dimensions that you may have configured. This allows us to
ensure persistence of segment membership, which improves the accuracy of segmented
results.

global

global

global

Optimizely

optimizelySegments

global

Youtube Cookie
Youtube Cookie
Youtube Cookie

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
YSC
PREF

8 month
At end of session
8 month

It is set by the YouTube video service on pages with embedded YouTube video.
It is set by the YouTube video service on pages with embedded YouTube video.
It is set by the YouTube video service on pages with embedded YouTube video.

global
global
global

Google AdWords
Google AdWords

Google Dynamic Remarketing
Google AdWords Conversion

after 60 days
after 60 days

stores the pageviews/visits of a user
conversion event / stores the information whether a user registered or not

global
global

